DCS/INTELLIGENCE

1. ORGANIZATION -

OSC

FT
  DCS/INTELLIGENCE, (IN)

FTA
  EXECUTIVE (INE)

FTJ
  DIRECTORATE OF PLANS (INX)

FTJA
  SYSTEMS DIV (INXY)

FTJB
  PLANS AND POLICY DIV (INXX)

FTJC
  UNIT SUPPORT DIVISION (INXS)

FTK
  DIRECTORATE OF ASSESSMENTS (INA)

FTKA
  DEFENSIVE DIV (INAD)

FTKB
  OFFENSIVE DIV (INAO)

FTKC
  SPACE DIVISION (INAS)

FTL
  SPECIAL SECURITY OFFICE (INS)

FTM
  DIRECTORATE OF TARGETS (INT)

FTMA
  CONCEPTS DIV (INTC)

FTMB
  MATERIALS DIV (INTM)

FTMC
  DOCUMENTATION DIV (INTD)

2. FUNCTIONAL STATEMENTS -

FT DCS/INTELLIGENCE. Responsible for assuring that the Command has the intelligence required to carry out the SAC mission and for providing JCS-directed intelligence support to the Joint Strategic Target Planning Staff. To carry out these responsibilities: directs the HQ SAC Intelligence organization; exercises operational control of the 544th Strategic Intelligence Wing; serves as Deputy Director for Intelligence, SACOS; manages Command intelligence planning, programming, and budgeting; performs staff management of subordinate Command intelligence activities; controls intelligence support arrangements with national-level organizations and specified commands.

FTA EXECUTIVE. Responsible for operation of the office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Intelligence. To carry out this responsibility: schedules work flow, establishes priorities and performs project control of tasks originated by or assigned to elements of the DCS/Intelligence; formulates and applies administrative policies and procedures; manages supplies and TDY funds.

FTJ DIRECTORATE OF PLANS. Responsible for all planning, programming and budgeting activities required to fulfill the SAC intelligence mission. To carry out these responsibilities: formulates, evaluates and staffs intelligence policy, concepts, objectives and doctrine; serves as focal point for SAC/IN staffing of national, DOD, departmental, and Unified and Specified Command plans; develops and promulgates the SAC Intelligence Plan; functions as the SAC OPR for Major Force Program III; develops and maintains SAC/IN budget estimates, resource plans, and monitors budget execution; oversees the definition, documentation and satisfaction of automated data processing requirements supporting intelligence functions; coordinates and directs the integration of intelligence collection, processing, production, data handling and dissemination systems; coordinates intelligence support to SAC operational units and acts as intelligence functional manager for manpower, personnel and training; tasks SAC subordinate units and coordinates with JCS, Air Staff and national agencies as required; provides staff guidance and tasks appropriate elements of the 544 SIW to fulfill the SAC intelligence mission.

FTJA SYSTEMS DIVISION. Formulates policy, develops plans and provides staff guidance for the development/integration of intelligence collection, processing, production, data handling and dissemination systems required to fulfill the SAC intelligence mission. Serves as the SAC/IN focal point for the identification and documentation of intelligence requirements for communications and automated data processing (ADP) support. Performs system oversight, in coordination with the DCS/Data Systems, for SAC Intelligence Data Handling System design and operation. Coordinates the identification, development and fielding of integrated intelligence systems for providing timely, all-source intelligence throughout the conflict spectrum. Develops and coordinates policy and procedures for SCI communications and ADP systems, facilities, and equipment; processes and validates SAC SCI communications circuit and terminal equipment requirements and accreditation; and inspects SAC SCI communications and facilities.

FTJB PLANS AND POLICY DIVISION. Develops and insures the implementation of SAC intelligence policies, concepts, objectives, doctrine and plans. Directs and coordinates the development of intelligence annexes and other intelligence involvement in SAC military capabilities planning to insure that intelligence support for SAC
contingency and EWO requirements are properly reflected. Provides SAC IN interface with the Joint Strategic Planning System and the Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System. Serves as the focal point for preparation of the General Defense Intelligence Program. Manages SAC MFP III resources and intelligence manpower, personnel and reserve intelligence programs. Develops and implements SAC intelligence education, training and career development policies and programs. Performs as single SAC IN point of contact for external audits. Coordinates SAC/IN participation in force structure planning.

**FTJC UNIT SUPPORT DIVISION.** Coordinates staff support to intelligence elements at SAC units and establishes standards for combat intelligence support to unit contingency and EWO tasking. Acts as the DCS/Intelligence interface with the SAC Inspector General. Manages command evasion and escape, recognition training, intelligence document dissemination, intelligence training programs, intelligence debriefing and headquarters orientation programs for SAC unit personnel. Exercises staff supervision of unit intelligence functions and responsibilities. Acts as staff interface with Air Force Intelligence Reserve personnel augmenting Headquarters SAC.

**FTKA DIRECTORATE OF ASSESSMENTS.** Responsible for assessing military, scientific, political, sociological, economic and demographic information on selected foreign countries. To carry out these responsibilities: provides for acquiring and producing intelligence on the capabilities, strengths, vulnerabilities and operational activities of both offensive and defensive forces; develops intelligence on foreign strategies, doctrines, employment concepts and tactics; assesses scientific and technological factors which impact on foreign military capabilities planning and force structuring; analyzes relevant political, sociological, military-economic and geographic data to support SAC and JSTPS military capabilities and planning; provides staff support to liaison officers from the Central Intelligence Agency, the National Security Agency and the Foreign Technology Division of the Air Force Systems Command; and provides staff guidance and tasks appropriate elements of the 544 SIW to fulfill the SAC intelligence mission.

**FTKA DEFENSIVE DIVISION.** Provides for acquisition and production of all-source intelligence on the capabilities, strengths, vulnerabilities and operational activities of foreign defensive forces which pose a threat to the accomplishment of the SAC mission. Coordinates the production of studies on defensive military strategies, doctrines, employment concepts, tactics, and foreign scientific and technological capabilities which may have defensive applications. Participates in the assessment of the present and future survivability of SAC forces. Develops and promulgates SAC/IN guidance on attrition analysis to assure the availability of data to support SAC and JSTPS military capabilities planning activities.

**FTKB OFFENSIVE DIVISION.** Provides for the acquisition and production of all-source intelligence on the capabilities, strengths, vulnerabilities and operational activities of foreign offensive forces which pose a threat to SAC forces. Coordinates the production of studies on offensive military strategies, doctrine, employment concepts, tactics, and foreign scientific and technological capabilities which may have offensive applications. Prepars and coordinates the preparation of intelligence assessments of foreign offensive forces. Serves as the SAC/IN single point of contact for delegated intelligence production.

**FTKC SPACE DIVISION.** Provides for acquisition and production of all-source intelligence on the capabilities, strengths, vulnerabilities, and operational activities of foreign space forces which pose a threat to the accomplishment of the SAC mission. Coordinates production of studies of space military strategies, doctrine, employment concepts, tactics, and foreign scientific and technological capabilities which may have space applications. Prepars and coordinates the preparation of assessments on foreign space capabilities and activities.

**FTL SPECIAL SECURITY OFFICE.** Responsible for conducting command security programs to protect Sensitive Compartmented Information (SCI) and other classified intelligence. To carry out this responsibility: provides guidance for a secure, reliable, and exclusive method of receiving, controlling, storing, disseminating, and destroying SCI; performs administrative staffing, control and validation of SCI billet and personnel access requirements; oversees the operation of all command special security offices; acts as sole command inspection authority for SCI facilities and communications systems; administers command implementation of DOD programs for authorized disclosure of classified U.S. defense information to foreign nationals; manages SAC/IN security clearance actions; reports on SCI security incidents; acts as SAC/IN personnel reliability program monitor; serves as SAC/IN focal point for all security matters.

**FTM DIRECTORATE OF TARGETS.** Responsible for managing the acquisition, production, and application of target intelligence to support SAC military planning activities. To carry out this responsibility: develops and implements targeting concepts, and target and weaponing policy based on national and command guidance; provides for the development and maintenance of target intelligence data bases and for SAC inputs to national target files; directs and manages aircraft and missile target material programs; establishes standards for mapping, charting, and geodesy (MC&G) products; tasks SAC subordinate units for targeting and MC&G support, and coordinates with DIA, DMA, and DNA, as necessary; manages the intelligence functions of the SAC Post Attack Command Control System (PACCS); provides staff guidance and tasks appropriate elements of the 544 SIW to fulfill the SAC intelligence mission.

**FTMA CONCEPTS DIVISION.** Develops and validates concepts, requirements and plans associated with targeting methodologies, procedures and policies for non-SIOP nuclear and conventional targeting of SAC forces. Develops targeting concepts and procedures for new weapon systems. Develops and directs implementation of targeting and weaponing concepts and policy based on applicable national and command guidance. In collaboration with the Strategic Targeting Intelligence Center, provides for the acquisition and application of target intelligence for SAC military planning activities and provides support to theater commanders by providing B-52
weaponeering expertise during worldwide deployment of the SAC Advanced Echelon (AD) VON. Establishes policies to assure quality control of targeting data bases. Manages production and application of the Strategic Intelligence Forecast File Installation Data. Acts as functional manager for command targeting resources. Develops exercise targeting concepts and scenarios. Maintains command liaison with national and theater targeting centers and represents SAC in forums addressing targeting and weaponeering. Identifies and advocates current and future requirements and technical performance goals for SAC weapons.

FTMB MATERIALS DIVISION. Directs and manages aircraft and missile target materials programs. Establishes standards for the production use, and control of mapping, charting, and geodesy products and Combat Mission Folder materials. Manages production, control, and distribution of ICBM target kits and associated target materials. Develops and validates conceptual, operational, and procedural requirements used as the basis for contractor-generated computer software supporting ICBM targeting under both test and actual conditions.

FTMC DOCUMENTATION DIVISION. Manages the documentation of the targeting aspects of operations plans and orders related to the SAC Post Attack Command Control System (PACCS) and other survivable command and control assets and programs. Supervises the training and evaluation program for SAC airborne command post intelligence targeting officers. Acts as focal point for the management, development, coordination, maintenance, and dissemination of PACCS intelligence and command targeting documentation. Identifies and coordinates support for PACCS intelligence requirements. Makes provision for staff assistance on intelligence aspects of the PACCS.